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SPREADSHEETS are good at many things - but taking-off isn’t one of them. As QS’s and Estimators we all use them, they’re ideal 
for quick estimates, cost plans, feasibility studies, valuations, the list is endless, but they all need the addition of a taking-off tool to 
make them really effective. Enter DimSheet-Pro™.

DimSheet-Pro™

 Easy-to-use taking-off system with the traditional touch
  Easy to learn easy to use, the ideal extension for your    
 estimates, cost plans, cost analyses, valuation routines and all   
 your other Excel™spreadsheet documents
  Full error free calculations without a calculator, no re-checking needed,  
 no hand writing onto dim paper
 Extends the use of Excel™ spreadsheets - ideal to add to all your   
 existing project sheets
  Multiple project support, system handles as many projects as you like
  Parts and Elements sub-splits within take-off
  All the traditional features supported like anding-on, sidecasts,   
 annotation and more.
 Multiple dim sheets per project - build a take-off of hundreds of sheets
  Full Microsoft language architecture for Windows XP-Windows 10

  Fully dynamic relationships, change one figure changes all supported
 figures elsewhere with automatic recalculation

  AutoCheck™ - checks and validates take-off against measurement unit

  Metric & imperial measurement modes (even converts between modes)

  Professionally illustrated manual

  Adds blistering performance to all your favourite Excel™ spreadsheets

  Save time, saves money, adds professionalism

  Telephone help-line

  Automatic ‘rounding’ of transferred results to Excel™

  Nordic Country support for . & , differences

  Link to Excel™ or use stand alone

  Full audio visual multimedia Help system

KEY  FEATURES

It’s easy to learn and very easy to use and 
dispenses with the need for old fashioned 
taking-off paper completely. Why waste valuable 
time and resources doing your take-off on paper 
when you could be using DimSheet-Pro™.

Sounds Good - Tell Me More
Lets look at it in a few easy steps:
Step 1: Call DimSheet-Pro™ from your 
spreadsheet by clicking the ‘call’ button.
Step 2: Enter your take-off in the dimsheet 
screen.
Step 3: Click the HotLink™ button and watch as 
DimSheet-Pro™ instantly links the answer back 
into the spreadsheet.
Job Done. Easy isn’t it!
And to make it even easier we’ve even added 
full audio visual based multi-media Help. It 
couldn’t get any better!

Feature Rich
Anding-on, sidecasts, annotations and 
descriptions input are all traditional features 
you’ll find in DimSheet-Pro™ but to add to 
this we’ve empowered the system with even 

more. More features, more functions for more 
productivity....like on-the-fly rounding, dynamic 
linked sidecasts and waste calculations as well 
as multiple and-ons, so key dimension changes 
can be made in seconds not minutes and 
hours with changes rippling through your take-
off automatically. They’re the tools you have 
always wanted in a taking-off system but could 
never find. Now they’re available in DimSheet-
Pro™ and all at a very affordable price!

And just to add to the already impressive line 
up of features we’ve even added high level 
professional tools like AutoCheck™ to help 
you maintain total control over taking-off - 
maintaining format consistency throughout your 
measurement and keeping those embarrassing 
(and sometimes costly) mistakes at bay.

It all adds up to a great package! and you can 
buy it and try it for 30 days risk free. Call Visual 
Precision or your local accredited dealer today.

Unleash the full potential of your Excel™ 
system.

System requirements: 
Windows XP or later. See website for current hardware 
specification (www.visualprecision.co.uk)

DimSheet-Pro, HotLink and AutoCheck are registered trade 
marks or trade marks of Visual Precision Limited. 

Microsoft and Excel™ are registered trademarks and 
trademarks of Microsoft Inc.

© Visual Precision Limited 2021. All rights reserved 

E&OE Specifications may change without notice.

Tradition has it that if you use a spreadsheet 
system, when it comes to take-off you 
immediately go back to dim paper, pencil and 
calculator. Without any real alternative it’s the 
best solution for the job, but it’s open to all sorts 
of errors both in taking-off and calculation and 
it’s so SLOOOOW.

Mindful of the time and effort wasted in 
going back to paper, Visual Precision have 
designed DimSheet-Pro™ to add the taking-off 
functionality desperately needed for so long in 
current spreadsheet systems.

So How Does it Work?
It’s very easy really. Imagine you’re working in 
an Excel™ spreadsheet and need to enter a 
quantity in a cell. With DimSheet-Pro™ installed, 
rather than getting out a pen and paper, a 
simple click on a launch button will immediately 
give you your own on-screen dim paper to use 
with all the normal facilities you would expect 
from a leading edge taking-off system. Answers 
from dimsheets are automatically transferred 
back into the required spreadsheet cell and 
links are fully dynamic, so at any time you can 
pop-up your take-off dimsheet, make changes, 
and see the new figures appear immediately in 
your spreadsheet.  

“If you’ve only got a few pounds to spend 
this year on software, make sure it’s Dim-
Sheet-Pro™, it’s the best pound for pound 
productivity software you can buy”
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